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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem ofcoordinated
Earth science campaign planning, the process of transforming a
specification of the objectives of an Earth science campaigninto
a set of observations for accomplishing the campaign, utilizing
diverse sensing resources from a collection of remote sensors. The
paper also introduces a software architecture for a system that
performs coordinated Earth science planning. The components
of the architecture combine to allow for the formulation of
campaign goals and plan activities, for automated or mixed-
initiative (human-in-loop) plan generation and execution, and
dynamic replanning. The paper also provides illustrationsof the
campaign planning process based on a realistic Earth science
scenario requiring multiple sensing resources. This example
illustrates the challenges that need to be addressed in order to
generate and execute campaign plans that optimally accomplish
science objectives.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Science planning for all Earth observing satellites is cur-
rently managed independently by different mission operations
centers. Coordinated science planning involving multiplesen-
sors is done, if at all, informally among mission managers.
Earth science principal investigators requiring sets of observa-
tions from different sensors have no straightforward procedure
for obtaining access into mission science planning activity
for the purpose of requesting time on sensors. Virtually all
“coordination” of observations is accomplished on data that
have already been acquired and downlinked, using graphical
data archive search tools such as the EOSDIS Data Gateway
(NASA), the Earth Explorer (USGS) or Space Imaging Inc.’s
Carterra. Such tools provide a single entry point into the
archived data products for multiple sensors with heterogeneous
capabilities.

We describe a system that would provide analogous services
to Earth scientists seeking data products that have not yet been
generated as the result of sensing events. The proposed system
would therefore act as a portal intoscience planning opera-
tions for a set of missions. In this approach to coordinated
planning, observation requests generated by an automated
planner from user inputs describing campaign goals would be
submitted electronically to mission operations planners who
then decide whether and how to incorporate the request into
future mission schedules.

The motivation for solving coordination of data acquisition
at the mission planning phase is two-fold: more effective

management of sensing resources through the simultaneous
deliberative planning of all the resources together; and, from
the perspective of the Earth scientist, the potential for higher
utility data products through the ability to more effectively
control what is observed when and how.

A number of challenges, both technical and “cultural”, must
be addressed in developing and deploying such a system.
These issues are discussed in this paper and are integrated into
the design principles of the proposed system, called DESOPS
(Distributed Earth Science Observation Planning System).In
the next section, a realistic campaign scenario is described
for purposes of motivation and illustration. There follows
in section 3 a formulation of the coordinated Earth science
campaign planning problem, and in section 4, a high level
architectural discussion of a complete software system.

II. A C AMPAIGN SCENARIO

We use the term “campaign” to refer to a systematic set
of activities undertaken to meet a particular science objective.
Here, we present a hypothetical campaign based on a science
objective to test an emissions model predicting the aerosols
released by wildfires. For illustration, let us say the location of
this campaign is in the southern California region, San Diego
County. Data on several variables must be gathered in order
to accomplish the analysis. In particular, vegetation typeor
biomass, atmospheric aerosol concentration and burned area
are needed for the region. Fuel moisture content is a variable
that also would be useful for the objectives of the science,
though not a necessity.

There are several sensors that provide products at vari-
ous spatial resolutions relevant to these variables. Landsat
Enhanced Thematic Mapper+ (ETM+) or Thematic Mapper
(TM) can be used for mapping vegetation type. Optimal
timing for acquiring Landsat data for this purpose in Southern
California would be the prior June or July in the same year
that the fire burned, when forested land can most easily be
spectrally distinguished from grassland. For mapping aerosol
concentration, images coincident to burning must be obtained.
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on
the Terra and/or the Aqua satellites would provide data for this
variable. MODIS data from either platform could also be used
to provide coarse spatial resolution burned area after (though



not too long after) the fire were out. Advanced Spaceborne
Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) or
Landsat TM data would be desirable for mapping burned area
with fine spatial resolution. For mapping vegetation moisture
content, hyperspectral data from EO-1 Hyperion instrument
are relevant. The most useful data for this purpose would need
to be acquired just preceding the fire.

This scenario, though simplified compared to what an actual
scenario may involve, represents the type of integrative science
currently being conducted by Earth science researchers. From
this example, one can infer that inputs to a campaign planning
problem potentially consist of the following characteristics:

• user preferences for the sensor with which an observation
should be taken;

• a set of temporal and geographic constraints on when and
where images are to be taken;

• dependencies between planned events and uncontrollable,
exogenous events such as fires; and

• a distinction between measurements that are on the crit-
ical path of analysis for meeting the science objective
from others that would serve to augment the quality of
the analysis, but are not strictly essential to achieving the
objective.

These features combine to produce a potentially challenging
problem for planning systems. In the following sections, we
investigate recently developed automated planning techniques
that could be applied to represent and reason about these
constraints in order to generate science campaign plans.

III. PLANNING PROBLEM FORMULATION

A coordinated Earth science campaign plan is executed by
a collection of sensors. Each sensor is managed by a separate
mission as part of daily mission scheduling activity [9]. Here
it is assumed that missions are fundamentally “uncooperative”
in the sense that each does its science planning independently
of the others, with little or no direct coordination of activities.
Further, individual missions are unwilling to relinquish control
of the planning process for the instruments they manage;
however, they are likely to accept a system that facilitates
additional coordination by proposing incremental changesto
their mission plans. However, decisions regarding changesto
any mission schedule must be approved by the missions. This
suggests adistributed planning systemwith a communication
protocol whereby individual requests for observations are
submitted to missions, which either accept or reject the request
depending on availability of resources or other scheduling
constraints.

The second fundamental feature of the planning process is
the involvement of human decision-making. Amixed-initiative
system is an intelligent system for which users input and
intervention are solicited during the entire automatic reasoning
process. Planning advice will take three forms [10]:

• task advice, which allows the user to specify in detail the
goals of the campaign;

• strategic advice which recommends how the goals are
to be accomplished (for example, picking a specific
instrument to take an observation); and

• evaluational advice, which specifies conditions on metrics
related to the overall solution (for example, the ability to
specify preferred observation windows).

Any automated solution to the campaign planning problem
will need to accommodate human decision-making throughout
the process.

The end-to-end planning process for Earth science campaign
planning will consist of the following steps:

1) The user specifies the goals of the campaign (i.e., the
set of observations and constraints involving them).

2) The system generates and displays aflexible temporal
plan based on this input; the user adds further con-
straints, as desired, based on the information from the
flexible plan.

3) The system enumerates and displays a subset of possible
fixed plans (sequences of observation requests) that are
consistent with all the constraints specified.

4) The user selects from among the list of fixed plans the
one(s) that are most preferred.

5) The system proceeds to execute the requested fixed
plan by submitting individual requests to the relevant
missions.

6) The system notifies the user of the status of the requests,
which may trigger additional changes to the campaign
plan.

A system for mixed-initiative plan generation and execution
consists of the following core computational elements:

• an user interfacefor specifying campaign goals, which
are stored in aplan database;

• a planner for generating plans based on aconstellation
modelof sensors and satellite orbits; and

• a request managerfor submitting and relaying the status
of observation requests to missions

These computational elements combine to form what will be
called DESOPS, theDistributed Earth Science Observation
Planning System(Figure 1). The remainder of this section ex-
plains how each DESOPS computational element contributes
to the process of generating and executing campaign plans.

A. Specifying a campaign

A campaign request is specified as a set of observations
with geographic and temporal constraints. A description of
exogenous eventsthat provide triggers to observation activities
may also be constituent to the request. Anobservation is
minimally defined in terms of the following set of attributes:

• a typeof measurement to be taken,
• a description of alocation on the Earth that is to be

observed, and
• a time window, relative or absolute, within which it is to

be acquired;

Further, a specification of thequalityof the measurement, such
as a restriction on the amount of acceptable cloud cover, may
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Fig. 1. Distributed Earth Science Observation Planning System

be required. Each observation attribute is associated witha
domain of values, either numerical or symbolic. The elements
of some of the domains can be ordered based on the specified
user preferences. In particular, it is possible to impose a
preference on the time of measurement, the quality of the
measurement, and on other aspects of the observation such
as the viewing angle for pointable instruments. For numerical
domains like time, a user can apply functions that enable
the expression of preferences forminimumor maximumof
the values in the domain. This will allow, for example, for
specifying the requirement that one measurement should be
taken as soon as possible after another.

A specification of an exogenous event is required in order
to formulate Earth science campaign requirements involving
Earth system occurrences such as fires, dust storms, volcanic
eruptions or hurricanes. In our example, constraints arisethat
include observations being made a period of time before,
during and after the occurrence of a large fire. An exogenous
event can be specified in terms of the expected time of
occurrence, or more simply as a range of times within which
there is a significant probability that the event will occur.We
will say that the set of observations and exogenous events
together make upactivities in a campaign.

The constraint between the onset of the fire and the pre-
fire vegetation map is an example of atemporal ordering
constraint. In general, a temporal ordering constraint is a
relationship between a pair of activities, where this relationship
includes a time interval specifying the required gap between
the activities.

Campaign data are stored in a collection of tables called
theplan database. Each user of the system can specify one or
more campaigns in a plan database. These data provide inputs
into the planning process.

B. Campaign Planning

The planner transforms campaign specifications into a se-
quence of observation requests. There are two phases of the
planning process:

• constructing and maintaining aflexible planand

• generating sets of observation requests.
A flexible (temporal) plan is a data structure that resemblesa

Simple Temporal Network [3], augmented to express temporal
preference information [6], as well as a means to distinguish
measurement activities from exogenous events such as fires
[7]. A flexible plan is so-called because it enables the represen-
tation of the permitted “slack” in scheduling times to events.
This feature is useful in systems that combine planning with
execution, because it allows for temporal uncertainty in the
world to be explicitly represented in a plan, adding robustness
during execution.

An example of an augmented flexible plan for the fire
scenario is found in Figure 2. The plan is depicted as a
network with a set of nodes representing activities. The labeled
directed arcs between the nodes represent ordering constraints;
for example, the arc between the node labeled “Fire end” and
“Burned area” expresses the constraint that the burned area
observation is to be taken between 1 and 60 days after the
end of the fire event, with a preference for observations taken
as close to the end of the fire as possible (represented by the
labelmin). There is a reference node for the specification of the
campaign plan that is arbitrarily set to November 15, the date
the user initiates the campaign. There is one exogenous event,
labeled “Fire”, with nodes indicating its start and end. The
directed arc between the specification date and the node “Fire
start” is user input indicating the most likely start dates for the
fire. This estimate of the start time or duration of exogenous
events can be enhanced by treating the start of the fire as a
random variable with an associated probability distribution.
In [8], it is shown how uncertainty can be integrated into
flexible plan representations. Temporal flexibility, as always,
is depicted by intervals, with[0,∞] indicating that one event
either happens at the same time or after another. Note that the
flexible plan abstracts considerations of which instruments are
assigned to take an observation. It also makes the distinction
between observations that are required to satisfy a campaign
from those that are merely desirable.

The planner generates plans from a campaign specification
using aconstellation model. The constellation model contains
the characteristics of the Earth observation satellites and
sensors, described in sufficient detail to predict the possibility
of specific observations. There are four principal components
of the model: a representation of space (specifically, locations
on the Earth), time, resources (specifically a collection of
available sensors), and satellite orbits. Model components can
be either represented as tables, or as functions or procedures
that calculate values from inputs.

The minimum unit of reference for locations on the Earth
consists of a single latitude/longitude coordinate pair. The
simplest geometric model assumes that each lat/long specifies
the center of a region of the Earth of constant proportions (e.g.
the center of a region with dimensions equal to a WRS scene).
More robust geometric models would contain operations for
describing arbitrary regions of the Earth (for example, rectan-
gular bounding boxes or multi-sided polygons). The ASTER
scheduling system [11] contains such operations. Other models
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(in blue) or exogenous events (in yellow).

may contain non-geometric ways of specifying regions (e.g.
using the names of cities).

For this model, time can be measured in discrete units
of days. Temporal constraint information, as organized in a
flexible plan, can be reasoned about in order to infer other
constraints, or to determine whether a plan is consistent [3].

A sensor resource has a name (e.g. ETM+), a satellite on
which it resides, a type (e.g. optical), and a specified capability,
expressed in terms of spectral and spatial parameters. In
addition, it may be important to incorporate the monetary cost
for acquiring an image using a sensor into the model to enable
reasoning about the relative values of different plans [5].

We have viewed a campaign specification as a set of
constraints on a set of observations. For each observation,
there is flexibility (and, when exogenous events are involved,
uncertainty) with respect to when that observation can be taken
and with what instrument. Consequently, there are potentially
numerous ways of accomplishing a campaign, based on dif-
ferent assignments of time and instruments. Let us call each
sequence of observations that accomplish a campaign afixed
plan. Thus, a fixed plan is a set of observations with specific
times and instruments assigned that satisfy all the constraints
in the specification. In addition to differing in time and sensor
assignments, fixed plans will differ with respect to the degree
to which optional observations are incorporated into the plan
(in the fire scenario, for example, one feasible fixed plan will
contain a fuel moisture content observation, whereas another
might not).

If data cost and user preferences are incorporated into the
model, it is clear that there is an induced ordering of the setof
fixed campaigns based on some notion of plan value or utility.
The user and DESOPS planner will collectively generate the
“best” plans based on this notion of utility.

C. Request Management

The request managerprovides the interface between the
planning process and the individual mission schedulers. Ithas
two main functions: as aplan runnerand as a mechanism for

relaying to the planner and the user the results of requests
submitted to the missions.

Inputs to the request manager will be fixed plans. Logically,
the functionality of the request manager resembles that of a
plan runner[7], a procedure that selects activities to execute
as time passes. To beenabledfor execution, theactive time
window of an observation must contain the current time
and any exogenous events that must precede the observation
must have occurred. For example, assume that the Landsat 7
mission accepts observation requests up to 48 hours prior to
scheduling a given day’s observations. Then the active time
window of an observation would extend from the time the
observation request is generated up to 2 days before the time
the observation is to be taken.

Because the DESOPS planner has limited visibility into
individual mission science scheduling, there is a significant
chance that observation requests might not be serviced. Con-
sequently, it is critical to maintain a capability fordynamic
replanningbased on the results of request submissions. The
trigger for rescheduling is the communication between the
mission and request manager indicating the inability to service
an observation request. This communication may trigger one
of the following replanning activities:

• a re-submission of a request for the same measurement
on the same instrument at a future time;

• a re-submission of a request for the same measurement
on a different instrument at a future time;

• a “campaign abort” action; or
• a revision to a campaign by adding new observations of

a different type.
The DESOPS planner will assist the user by facilitating any
of the plan revision actions initiated as a result of the rejection
of a request by a mission.

IV. D ISCUSSION

The DESOPS system is being implemented in Java and
C++, using the Automated Mission Planning and Scheduling
(AMPS) system [1] as the infrastructure for building the
software components and algorithms. The constraint-based
approach to Earth observation planning and scheduling used
in the design of DESOPS is based on the model formulated in
[2]. The architecture presented there differs from the DESOPS
architecture in adopting a centralized scheduling system for
a collection of missions, rather than distributed coordinated
planning. The distributed approach is preferable in not re-
quiring significant changes to the current way of performing
mission operations planning.

The DESOPS system will incorporate recent advances in
automated planning. The problem of planning science obser-
vations has been addressed previously in a number of contexts.
The ASPEN Planning System, developed at JPL, has been
utilized for the on-board management of science activities
on the Advanced Land Imager (ALI) on EO-1 [12]. Recent
extensions to this work have addressed issues of coordinating
science observations based on the post-processing of acquired
data. Planning and scheduling of single sensors have been the



subject of efforts described in [14], [13] (SPOT scheduling),
[11] (ASTER scheduling), and [9] (Landsat 7 scheduling).

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented an approach to coordinated dis-
tributed planning and scheduling of Earth observations. The
DESOPS concept enables mixed-initiative coordinated plan-
ning and scheduling of science observations in a distributed
framework. To apply the novel approach to coordination
offered here a number of technical and cultural challenges
must be addressed. The core technical challenges include the
following:

• Planning with preferences and uncertainty:Devising a
effective flexible temporal planning process incorporating
preferences and uncertainty;

• Generating optimal plans: Developing techniques for
generating fixed plans with high expected utility incor-
porating user preferences and campaign costs; and

• Mixed-initiative planner user interface: Developing
techniques for visualizing collections of fixed plans in
order to facilitate the selection of those with high utility.
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